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ABSTRACT 
Given an m-by-n matrix A of rank r over a field with an involutory automorphism, 
it is well known that A has a Moore-Penrose inverse if and only if rank A*A=r= 
rank AA*. By use of the full-rank factorization theorem, this result may be restated in 
the category of finite matrices as follows: if (A,, r, A,) is an (epic, manic) factoriza- 
tion of A : m-n through r, then A has a Moore-Penrose inverse if and only if 
(A*A,, r, A2) and (A,, r, A,A*) are, respectively, (epic, manic) factorizations of 
A*A : n+ n and AA* : m+ m through r. This characterization of the existence of 
MoorePenrose inverses is extended to arbitrary morphisms with (epic, manic) factori- 
zations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given an m-by-n matrix A over a field with an involutory automorphism, a 
well-known theorem of M. Pearl states that A has a Moore-Penrose inverse if 
and only if rank A*A = rank A = rank AA*. (See [8, Theorem 11.) By use of 
the full-rank factorization theorem, this result may be restated in another 
form. Specifically, if A is the product A,A, of an m-by-r matrix A, and an 
r-by-n matrix A,, then A, is of full column rank and A, is of full row rank if 
and only if r is the rank of A. (See for example [5, Theorem 11.) In other 
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words, and in the language of categories, the factorization (A,, r, Aa) of 
A : m -+ n through the object r is an (epic, manic) factorization if and only if r 
is the rank of A. The theorem of Pearl may now be restated as follows: if 
(A,, r, A,) is an (epic, manic) factorization of a matrix A: m-+n through r, 
then A has a Moore-Penrose inverse if and only if (A*A,, r, A,) and 
(A,, r, A,A*) are, respectively, (epic, manic) factorizations of A*A and AA* 
through r. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend this existence criteria for 
Moore-Penrose inverses of matrices to arbitrary morphisms with (epic, manic) 
factorizations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper the convention is used of reading morphism composition in a 
category from left to right; thus, 
A morphism + is said to be epic provided that +$=+Ic/’ implies +=$‘, and 
manic provided that +#I=$‘$ implies 1c/=$‘. A morphism +: X-, Y is called a 
retraction or left invertible if there is a morphism J/: Y +X such that +JB= l,, 
and is called a coretraction or right invertible if there is a morphism # : Y + X 
such that c#H$= 1,. 
A triple (+r, Z, C/Q) is said to be a factorization of the morphism +: X -+ Y 
through an object Z provided +r: X + Z and +a: Z+ Y are morphisms and 
+=+r+s. A factorization (+r, Z, +s) of +: X+ Y through Z is said to be an 
(epic, manic) factorization of + whenever (pr is epic and $s is manic. An (epic, 
manic) factorization (+i, Z, +s) of C$ through Z is said to be essentially unique 
if whenever (+i, Z’, c&) is also an (epic, manic) factorization of $J through an 
object Z’, then there is an invertible morphism v: Z-+Z’ such that $,v=$; 
and v& = +a. A morphism C#B : X + Y is said to be regular provided that there 
is a morphism 4: Y-*X such that +++=r$. If (c#Q, Z, +a) is an (epic, manic) 
factorization of 9, then it is known that + is regular if and only if $i is a 
retraction and +s is a coretraction. (See [2, Theorem 1.1) 
LEMMA 1. Let (P: X+ Y be a morphism of a category with a factoriza- 
tion (Q~, Z, &) through an object Z. Zf (PI: X+ Z is a retraction and 
c$~ : Z + Y is a coretraction, then (+I, Z, &,) is an essentially unique (epic, 
manic) factorization of (p through Z. 
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Proof. First, since +i is a retraction, then in particular $~i is epic; also, 
since +z is a coretraction, then +a is monk. Thus, (+i, Z, $a) is an (epic, 
monk) factorization of + through Z. 
Second, suppose (#i, W, $a) is also an (epic, Amonic) factori:ation of $I 
through an object W. Let +i : Z + X be such that +i$i = l? and +a : Y -+ Z be 
sllchthat~,~~=lz.Defineh=~;~,:Z-,WandK=~~~~::W~Z.Then 
Since $i is epic and $s is monk, then ~ii=l,. Also, +,h=&, because $2 is 
monk and 
Similarly, 
with $i epic implies that KC$~ =#2. That is, h is invertible with $,A=$, and 
hG2 =G2. Consequently, (+,, Z, q2) is an essentially unique (epic, manic) 
factorization of $ through Z. n 
A category is said to have an involution provided that there is a unary 
operation * on the morphisms such that + : X + Y implies +* : Y + X and that 
($*)* =$, (+rc/)* =$*+* for all morphisms $I and 4 of the category. In 
particular, if lx: X-X is the identity morphism of the object X, then 
1; 11~1; =(lg)*lz =(l,l$)*=(lg)*=l,. Also, if Q: X- Y is an invertible 
morphism with inverse + ’ : Y-+X, then $* : Y --) X is invertible with inverse 
($-‘)* : x- Y. 
LEMMA 2. lf +: X+ Y is a morphism in a category with involution * , 
then (Go, Z, c$~) is an essentially unique (epic, manic) factorization of + 
through Z if and only if (c#$, Z, $I:) is an essentially unique (epic, manic) 
factorization of +* through Z. 
Proof. Let $: X-+ Y be a morphism in a category with involution * . 
First, it is noted that + is monk if and only if +* is epic. Indeed, suppose + is 
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manic and @*#=$*r~. Then $*+=~*+,#*=n*, 4x77, and (p* is epic. A 
similar argument provides a proof of the converse. 
Second, let ($i, Z, $s) be an essentially unique (epic, manic) factorization 
of up through Z. Since +*=(+i+s)*=@+T with C#J~ epic and $T manic, then 
(c+,*, Z, Q$) is an (epic, manic) factorization of $* through Z. Next, let 
($,, W, I&) be an (epic, manic) factorization of $* through an object W. Then 
( I,L$, W, 4:) is an (epic, manic) factorization of + through W and there is an 
invertible morphism v: Z + W such that +,v=@, v$F =+s. Therefore, v* : W 
---f Z is invertible with v*+T =&, \c/rv*=$l. That is, (+,*, Z, $T) is an essen- 
tially unique (epic, manic) factorization of +*. The proof of the converse is 
similarly obtained. n 
If a category has an involution *, then every full subcategory has an 
involution by restricting * to the subcategory. In this case, the same symbol 
* is used in this paper to denote the involution of the subcategory. On the 
other hand, it may be that a given subcategory has an involution even though 
the category itself does not. In particular, suppose that (p: X- Y is a mor- 
phism of a category such that the full subcategory determined by X, Y has an 
involution *. In this case, C$ is said to have a Moore-Penrose inverse with 
respect to this involution provided that there is a morphism 9’ : Y--)X such 
that 
A morphism $ need not have a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to a given 
involution, but if it does, then +’ is unique. Indeed, suppose that # and $,’ are 
Moore-Penrose inverses of C$ with respect to * . Then 
Similarly, +’ =I/++’ and therefore I/=+‘. 
A morphism C$ in a category with an involution * is said to be *-cancelable 
provided that within this category @*$p=+*~#~o implies +p=+a, and p@*= 
a~#$* implies p$ = a+. The next lemma is a statement of familiar facts about 
the existence of a Moore-Penrose inverse. 
LEMMA 3. Let C#I : X + Y be a morphism of a category such that the full 
subcategory determined by X, Y has an involution *. Then the following 
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conditions are equivalent: 
(i) $ has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * . 
(ii) @* has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * . 
(iii) There exist rvwrphisms I”, v: X+ Y such that @*~$=@=@$*v. 
(iv) $ is *-cancelable and both c$*@ and $I$* are regular. 
In this case, c$*’ = +f* and 
cp’ = v*&.l.* =$I*p$m#*, 
Proof, (i) -(ii): This follows from an application of the involution * to 
the equations that define the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
(i) + (iii): Given $‘, then (iii) is satisfied by choosing ~=v=c$‘*. (See [9, p. 
4071.) 
(iii) 4 (i): Given such p, and v, then by direct calculation it may be shown 
that v*$p* satisfies the Moore-Penrose equations. (See [9, p. 4071.) 
(iii)+ (iv): Given such p. and v, clearly $ is *-cancelable; also, 
@*$(p*p)@*@=$*~ and ~~*(vv*)~~*=~~*; that is, both @*c$ and @@* are 
regular. 
(iv) + (iii): Let a and /I be as in the final statement of Lemma 3. Thus, if @ 
is *-cancelable, then (iii) is satisfied with ~=@,a and v= &. (See also [lo, p. 
2181 or [6, p. 971.) n 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let CP: X + Y be a morphism of a category, and let 
($i, Z, &) be an (epic, manic) factorization of $ through an object Z. If the 
full subcategory determined by X, Y has an involution *, then @ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * if and only if G*$1 is a retraction and 
&c$* is (1 coretraction. In this case, if p$*@r =l, =@&*o, then $‘= 
(@,)*N@,P)*. 
Proof. Suppose that C$ has a Moore-Penrose inverse $’ : Y+X. Then 
~i(&~+~+*~*~J~2 =~~‘(~~‘)*~=~~‘~~‘~=~=91I2~z 
with ~$i epic and $a manic. Thus, 
~&+~+*~*~i = I z 
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and (P*Q~ is a retraction. Similarly, 
and +&* is a coretraction. 
Conversely, suppose p : 2 + Y and u : X-+ 2 are such that p+*+, = 1, = 
Q&*e. Then F&P, ~=@a imply ~~*~=~1~+*~1~2 =~lfz~z ==w~ =G 
and +#J*v=~,&#I*u$I~ =$,l,$, =$r+a =+ Consequently, by Lemma 3, + 
has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * , and $’ = (a+,)*+( +,p)*. n 
THEOREM 2. Let +: X- Y be a morphism of a category such that the full 
subcategory determined by X, Y has an involution *. lf (+‘1, Z, +s) is an 
(epic, manic) factorization of 9 through an object Z, and ($*1, Z*, G)*~) is an 
(epic, manic) factorization of +* through an object Z*, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) + has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * . 
(2) $I*& is a retraction and C&G* is a coretraction. 
(3) @+*I is a retraction and +*&I is a coretraction. 
(4) +*@I and $@*I are retractions. 
(5) +&* and $I*& are coretractions. 
(6) $&*1 and +*z$1 are invertible. 
In this case, Z and Z* are isomorphic objects of the category and 
Proof. (1) w(2)*(3): The equivalence of these statements follows from 
Theorem 1 and the equivalence of (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3. 
(l)- (4): Let + have a Moore-Penrose inverse 9’. By Theorem 1, +*+r is a 
retraction. Also, by Lemma 3, $* has a Moore-Penrose inverse ++*. Thus, 
again by Theorem 1 with $I replaced by $*, it follows that +$*1 is a retraction. 
(4) + (1): Let +*$r and +#I*~ both be retractions. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1, there is a p: X- Y such that @*@=$I; also, by replacing $J with 
+*, there is a v* : Y + X such that v*+#J* =+*, or equivalently, a v: X + Y such 
that @*v=+ Hence, by Lemma 3, $I has a Moore-Penrose inverse. 
(l)-(5): This equivalence follows by arguments similar to those used to 
establish the equivalence of (1) and (4). 
(6)-(l): Suppose p+*&~ =l, =c#@*~u and u&,+*,=lZ* =(P*&~P. Then 
pu+&*r#~ = pa+,+*,+*,+, = pl,,Q*&, = p@*&r = 1, and +*+r is a retrac- 
tion. Likewise, (~&*~rpu= 1, and &$* is a coretraction. 
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(1) + (6): By Lemma 3, let LY : Y + Y and fi : X + X be such that +*+a+*+ = 
$*$J and ~~*~~+* =@p*. Since 
with +*+i, +*, epic and (pa, +*a$ manic, it follows that 
That is, +*a& : Z* + Z is invertible with inverse ~&z’Y$*~. Similarly, $~a+*~ : Z- 
Z* is invertible with inverse $*a&. Consequently, Z and Z* are isomorphic 
objects and, by Lemma 3, 
THEOREM 3. Let + : X 4 Y he a morphism of a category with involution 
* . Zf (c+~, Z, c+~) is an (epic, manic) facto&&ion of C#J through Z, then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) $ has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * . 
(2) (+*c&, Z, C#Q) and (&, Z, &#J*) are, respectively, essentially unique 
(epic, manic) factorizutions of $*+ and ++* through Z. 
(3) +TC$~ and +&z are both invertible. 
In this case, 
Proof. Let cp: X + Y be a morphism in a category with involution * , and 
let ($i, Z, $a) be an (epic, manic) factorization of $I through Z. 
(l)-+(2): Suppose $ has a Moore-Penrose inverse. By Theorem 1, +*$i is 
a retraction and +2$* is a coretraction; therefore, +, is also a retraction and $a 
is also a coretraction. By Lemma 1, ($*+i, Z, $1~2) and (+i, Z, +a+*) are, 
respectively, essentially unique (epic, manic) factorizations of @*$ and +$* 
through Z. 
(2)+(3): Given (2), by Lemma 2, (+& Z,+z$) and (W$, Z,$T) are, 
respectively, essentially unique (epic, monk) factorizations of +*+ and +$* 
through Z. In particular, there exist invertible p, u: Z+ Z such that (@*$,)p 
=@, ~(+:+)=+a and (+@)o=+i, o($&*)=+,T. Since P$+&&~+z and 
+l+zr$a=$i with $i epic and $a manic, then ~(~~~~)=l~ =(+a@)~. Also, 
~2*(~T~1)~=(~1~~)*~‘1~=~*~1~=~~ and (J(~~~~)~T=~~~(~~~~)*=(J~~~* 
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ZZ +T with +l epic and +T manic imply that ($,T+,)p= 1, =a(+&). Conse- 
quently, +T+r and @a@ are both invertible with inverses p and 0, respec- 
tively. 
(3)- (1): Let +T$r and $,@ be invertible. Since (@, Z, +,T) is an (epic, 
manic) factorization of +* through Z, it follows from Theorem 2 with 
+*r = +z and Gus = $7 that (p has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * 
and that 
(This formula, which is often credited to C. C. MacDuffee, is a familiar 
expression for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix. See for example [l, pp. 
23-241.) n 
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, two applications are given of the preceding results. The 
first considers the category of R-modules and R-morphisms of a given ring R, 
and describes the existence of the Moore-Penrose inverse of an R-morphism in 
terms of certain submodules that are naturally associated with the morphism. 
The second application describes the existence of the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of a matrix over a principal-ideal domain in terms of determinantal rank and 
invariant factors. In particular, this last result provides an immediate generali- 
zation of the theorem discussed in the introduction. 
Let R be a ring, and let Mod, be the category of R-modules and 
R-morphisms. Associated with every morphism 7: M--t N of Mod, are the 
R-modules Imr=Mr={rr]XEM}, Kerr={XJXr=0} and the R-morphisms 
or: M-tImr, x~*xr, and rz:Imr+N, x~tx. In particular, (Tr,ImT,r,) is an 
(epic, manic) factorization of T through the object Im T, which is herein called 
the standard factorization of T in Mod,. 
LEMMA 4. Let T: M 4 N be a morphism of Mod, with standard factori- 
zation ( T~,I~T, T& If the full subcategory determined by LM, N has an 
involution *, then 
(i) ~"7~ is epic iff Im7*7=Imr, 
(ii) TUT* is manic iff Ker TT* =Ker T, 
(iii) KerT*‘ri =Ker T*T, 
(iv) ImT,T*=ImTT*. 
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Proof. (i): Let T*Q-~ be epic. Since ~$7, is surjective as a function, if ,-E 
ImT, then ==yr*~~ for some YEN, and ~=27~ =(zJ~*T,)T~ =yr*7E Im7*7. 
Thus, since ZJT*T=(YT*)T E Im T, it follows that Im T*T=I~ T. Conversely, 
let Im ?-*T=ImT, and let =E Im 7. For some YEN, Z=Z~T*T=YT*T~T~ =ZJT*T~. 
That is, TOTS is surjective as a function and hence is epic as an R-morphism. 
The proof of (ii) is similar, using the fact that a morphism in Mod, is 
manic iff it is injective as a function. Part (iii) is a consequence of the fact that 
r2 is an insertion, and part (iv) follows from the fact that TV is surjectivr. n 
THEOREM 4. Let T: M-+N be u morphism of the category Mod,. Zf the 
full subcategory determined by M, N has an involution * , then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) T has a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * . 
(2) K~~T*T and I~TT* are direct summa& of N and M, respectively, 
and Im T*T=Im r, Ker TT*=Ker T. 
(3) T~T*T and KNOTT* are direct summa&s of N and M, respectively, 
and Ker T*T=Ker T*, Im TT* =Im T*. 
(4) Ker~*r and KNOTT* are direct summunds of N and M, respectively, 
and ImT*T=ImT, Im77*=ImT*. 
(5) Zm T*T and Zm rr* are direct summands of N and M, respectively, and 
KerT*T=KerT*, KerTT*=KerT. 
(6) M=KerT@Zm 7*, N=KerT*@Zm 7. 
Proof. (l)-(2): It is well known that in Mod, an epic morphism is a 
retraction iff its kernel is a direct summand of its domain. (See for example [7, 
p. 121.) In particular, TOTS is a retraction iff TOTS is epic and Ker?-*T1 is a 
direct summand of N. Hence, by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5, TOTS is a retraction 
iff Irn~*T=Irn7 and K~~T*T is a direct summand of N. Likewise, since a 
manic morphism in Mod, is a coretraction iff its image is a direct summand 
of its codomain, then from (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 5, TUT* is a coretraction iff 
Ker TT* =Ker 7 and Im TT* is a direct summand of M. The conclusion is now a 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
(l)-(3)*(4)++(5): Since T* exists and has a standard factorization (Tag, 
I~T*, Tag), then, by replacing T with I-* in Lemma 5 and by an appropriate 
modification of the preceding argument, the equivalence of statements (1) 
through (5) follows from Theorem 2. 
(6)-,(2):LetM=KerT~Im7*.ThenzT~ImTwithz=~+yT*,K~KerT, 
y~*EIrn?-* implies ~T=~T*TEI~T*T; hence, ImT*T=ImT. Also, YT*T=~ 
implieS yT*EKerTflImT *=O, and Ker?*~=Ker~*. Likewise, if N=Ker7* 
@Irn~, then I~TT*=I~T* and Ker~~*xKer~. 
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(l)+(6): Given rt, then M=M(l, -rr’)@Mrr’. Clearly M(1, -TT’)= 
KerT and, since 77’ =(TT')*=T'*T* and 7*=(77+7)*=7*(77’)*=7*(77’), 
then Mr7’ = Im r*. Similarly, N=N( 1 N -T'T)@NT'T with N(1, -7’7)~ 
Kerr* and iVr’T=Imr. n 
As a specific illustration of Theorem 4, let R = h be the ring of integers. 
First, consider the Z-morphism (Y : h/4Z --f Z/42, XH 2x. The full subcategory 
of Mod, determined by Z/4B consists of this single object and the four 
morphisms 
0: xwo, 1: XHX, OL: Xt+2X, p: %+3x. 
Since the morphisms commute with each other, the subcategory has an 
involution specified by the identity mapping: r* =T. The morphisms 0, 1, and 
/_I each have a Moore-Penrose inverse: 0’ 10, 1’ = 1, and /If =/3. However, the 
morphism LY does not have a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to * ; indeed, 
although Ker (Y’ = Z/42 and Im a2 = (0) are direct summands of Z/42, we 
have Im a2 # { 0,2} = Im (Y and Ker a2 # { 0,2} = Ker (Y. 
Second, suppose y : Z em --f Z 2m, x++2x. Since the Z-morphisms of h,, are 
isomorphic to the Badic integers, the full subcategory of Mod, determined 
by h,, has an involution given by the identity mapping. In this case, 
Imy=Imy2=Z2,, but Kery={0,&}#{0,~,~,$}=Kery2. Therefore, y 
does not have a Moore-Penrose inverse with respect to this involution. 
For the next application, let A be a commutative principal-ideal domain 
with an involutory automorphism a H a. The finite matrices over A provide a 
category %, with involution: the objects are the nonnegative integers 0, 1, 
2 ,*.*> the morphisms of Hom(m, n) are the m-by-n matrices over A, composi- 
tion of morphisms is matrix multiplication, and the involution is given by 
A=(uii)wA* =(bii) where bii =Zii. Associated with each morphism A: m+n 
of ah are its determinantal rank and invariant factors. (See for example [3, 
Section 3.71 or [4, Section 3.221.) 
LEMMA 5. Let A: m-n be a morphism of OX*. lf (Ai,r, A,) is a 
factorization of A through r, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A, is a retraction and A, is a coretraction. 
(ii) (A,, r, A,) is an essentially unique (epic, manic) factorization of A 
through r. 
(iii) A is of determinantal rank r, and each of the invariant factors of A is 
invertible in A. 
(iv) The g.c.d. of the r-rowed minors of A is invertible in A. 
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Proof If r=O, then each of the four statements is vacuously satisfied. 
Thus, suppose that r>O. 
(i)--t(ii): This follows from Lemma 1 above. 
(ii)-+(iii): Let D=dg(d, ,..., d,,O ,..., 0): nz + n be the normal form of A. 
(See for example [3, p. 1761.) In particular, A = PDQ for invertible P: m + m, 
Q: n+n, and s is the determinantal rank and d,,. . . , d, are the invariant 
factors of A. If 6=dg(d, ,.,., d,): s--ts, 
and each (1, # 0, both 
(0 P (” A( 1, “)Q)> 
are (epic, manic) factorizations of A. Thus, under the assumption that 
then, since A is an integral domain 
s,(s 010 
(A,, r, A,) is an essentially unique (epic, manic) factorization of A, it follows 
that there exist invertible morphisms h, p: r+s such that 
A( 1s O)Q=A, and A,p=P p( 6 o)Q=A3. 
In particular, since A is commutative, r=s. (See for example [3, p. 1661.) 
Moreover, since h=p8, 6 is invertible. That is, A is of determinantal rank r, 
and each of the invariant factors d,, . . . , d, of A is invertible in A. 
(iii)-+(iv): This follows from the fact that the g.c.d. of the r-rowed minors 
of A is an associate of the product of the invariant factors of A. (See for 
example [3, p. 1791.) 
(iv)+(i): Let the g.c.d. of the r-rowed minors of A be invertible. Since 
A=A,A,, the g.c.d. of the r-rowed minors of A, divides the g.c.d. of the 
r-rowed minors of A. Therefore, the first r invariant factors of A, are each 
invertible. Since A i : m-+ r, it follows that A, has precisely r invariant factors, 
each invertible, and that invertible X : m-m, p: r-+7 exist such that 
Consequently, 
and A, is a retraction. Likewise, A, is a coretraction. 
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THEOREM 5. Let A : m+ n be a morphism of u[?‘h with determinantal 
rank T. Then A has a Moore-Penrose inverse in 3RA if und only if A*A and 
AA* are euch of determinantal rank r and the invariant factors of each are 
invertible in A. 
Proof. Since by the proof of Lemma 5 it is clear that A : m + n has an 
(epic, manic) factorization through r, then the theorem itself is a consequence 
of Lemma 5 and either Theorem 1 or Theorem 3. n 
Clearly the theorem of Pearl, which is discussed in the introduction above, 
is a special case of Theorem 5. Also, Lawrence S. Levy has provided the 
following alternative proof of Theorem 5. His argument is based on the fact 
that the g.c.d. d,(A) of the i-rowed minors of A is such that d,(A)d,(B) 
divides di( AB). In particular, if E2 =E is idempotent, then d,(E) is either 
zero or invertible. 
Thus, let A: m-+n be a morphism of “%A with determinantal rank r, and 
suppose that A has a Moore-Penrose inverse in “3X&. Then, by the methods of 
[S, Lemma 11, A*A is also of determinantal rank r. Moreover, since 
is idempotent, then di( AA’) and hence di( A*A) is either zero or invertible; 
in particular, each of the invariant factors of A*A is invertible. Similar 
remarks apply to AA*. 
Conversely, suppose that A*A and AA* are each of determinantal rank r 
and that the invariant factors of each are invertible in A. Let A=A,A,, where 
A, : m-+r and A, : r--$ n are each of determinantal rank r. Since A*A= 
A*,(ATA,)A,, then ATA,: r-r is of determinantal rank r, d,(ATA,) is 
invertible, and ATA, is invertible in “%,. Similarly, A,A*, is invertible in %,, 
and A has Moore-Penrose inverse A*,( A,A*,)-‘( ATA,))‘AT in ??kA. 
In conclusion, we provide an illustration of Theorem 5. Specifically, let the 
involutory automorphism of A be the identity mapping il=u, and let 
Then 
In this case, A and AA* are each of determinantal rank 1, and 2 and 1 are the 
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invariant factors of A*A and AA*, respectively. Thus, A has a Moore-Penrose 
inverse in %A iff 2 is invertible in A. 
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